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About This Content

X-Plane 11 Global Scenery: South America is a free DLC that you can activate thru your Steam Client. It will give you the
default South America Scenery.

About X-Plane 11

X-Plane 11 is the detailed, realistic, and modern simulator you’ve been waiting for.

A completely redesigned, intuitive user interface that makes setting up and editing your flight a breeze.
Consistently usable 3-D cockpits and stunningly high-resolution exterior models for all included aircraft.

A new effects engine for lighting, sounds, and explosions.
Realistic avionics: all planes are IFR-ready right out of the gate.

Busy, “living” airports with pushback tugs and roaming fuel trucks, able to service both your aircraft and the simulator’s AI
planes.

New buildings & roads to better simulate European cities
…and more!
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Title: X-Plane 11 - Global Scenery: South America
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Laminar Research
Publisher:
Laminar Research
Release Date: 30 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7, 8.1, or 10, 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core i3, i5, or i7 CPU with 2 or more cores, or AMD equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11-capable video card from NVIDIA or AMD w/512 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 20 GB available space

Sound Card: Default

Additional Notes: The disk requirements are based on how many world scenery areas are downloaded. Minimum with one
scenery area is 20 GB . Additional scenery areas can be downloaded at no charge at any time after purchase

English
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can anybody help i purchased the spitfire and oban airport yhey say its in my library but its not, tried help but i cant access it
how else can i contact them. Excellent python development environment - the debugger is especially good.. Do not buy it! You
are going to get addicted!
It is so perfect thx Kunos, Great job!. If this game had a flavor, it would be\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665flavored. i
like the game but i hink there are some problems with it firsty despite me chooseing to be male it kept giving options to sleep
with men and while i didnt choose these options i was dating a guy in one of the chapters and whenthe game ended i felt like the
story wasn done at all beccause it ended at essentially the peak of my career and while i liked the game i wouldnt reccomend it
becuase it feels unfinished. 3 levels for $9.99? Great concept but really should be a demo for $9.99. More gem shape
combinations and special combos generating special gems would be a great enhancement.

Not worth the money.. Love the game. How do you get the music???. Eh, no.

Download NVIDIA@ VR Funhouse instead.
At least until this gets more actual features and less "coming soon" signs.
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This game was really hard for me, there is no way to adjust the level of difficulty and monsters just start killing you, took awhile
before I got past the first spiders.. The game is not bad, it's pretty much a "meh" puzzle adventure.

The puzzles weren't blatantly easy, which is always a plus, but the biggest challenge didn't seem to come from figuring the
puzzles out, but in the mechanics to interact with the puzzles. If a puzzle took me a bit to get it was because the mouse controls
didn't respond properly.

The biggest negative to the game, however, is that there is no ending. When you finish the last puzzle you are just sent to the
main menu screen with a "Thanks for playing" message. I know these kinds of games are short, but there should at least be a
small payoff for beating the game.. I'm old enough to have owned the original for the Atari 2600. I spent some time trying to
figure out how to get it to run 1080p proper. When I finally started playing, I discovered some of the most horrible controls I
have ever seen. Frequently freezes you for dialogs, regardless of on-screen actions\/threats.

This is unplayable. Very disappointed.. cannot change the default language from what appears to be german\/dutch. might be
interesting if i could read the commands. i would lkike a refund for and unplayable game
. Not only was this game hard to play (even by my standards), it was also extremely tedious from the very beginning. I tried to
give it a chance, but I just can't bring myself to open it up again.. Actually i'm sorry to give a negative review to this game. First
of all, it's probably the only one set in that specifical conflict (Korean war). Second, the tactical part (the actual game where you
move your troops, give them order etc) is in my opinion well made and realistic (and with good graphics). The strategic
campaign map is also nice, fast-paced with few things to do to concetrate on combat phase (even if i'd would prefer at least one
campaign based on historical battles).
But, on the other side, this game is affected with a lot of structural deficiensis. Tutorial is meaningless, leaving the gamer to
understand by himself game mechanics or units command (this would not be a great problem if this wasn't a game focused on
micro-management of troops). The game, actually, is just the "dynamc campaign" mode, nothing more, nothing less. But the
main problem is the absolutely lack of maps! Five (or six) maps for the entiregame, and i swear it, in a campaign i played there
were always the same two maps (airport and village) in rotation for the entire game (hope that this is just bad bad luck). There is
apparently no online community so forget about downloading mods or map-packs.
It's a very shame that a possible good game like this is, because it is, is just ruined by poor developers fantasy (or will) and
neglet.. Actually really fun, but I never see people playing it. Hopefully post EA and\/or at christmas the lobbies will fill up
consistently, cause what they have is fun.

I don't get motion sick, but I've got a pretty strong VR stomach, don't doubt some are tho.. This game was very fun. It was hard,
and scary. I loved the Dead Space \/ Aliens \/ Resident Evil feel this game had. I also loved the hidden Aliens reference. I found
the puzzles to be challenging, solutions needing to try everything possible. That means doing things you wouldn't think of doing.
The game has no crashes or bugs. Well it has bugs but they are the kind you don't want infesting your ship.
One of the best things in this game is the audio. The sounds of bones and flesh, fluid and guns are all really very well done.
Screams in the background will unnerve you. The rooms with the radio adds will being to drive you insane, making you want to
leave the area faster than other rooms.
I would have liked to see my character put on some armor or something, but then, this isn't that kind of game. You will be
reading a lot here. I only found one typo :)
Get this game if any of this sounds good. The game is polished and the story is worth going through.
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